Moscow School of Management SKOLKOVO (private nongovernmental educational institution), hereinafter referred
to as “School”, is a non-profit organization, established in 2007 by the
founder to carry out functions of non-commercial nature in the field
of education, namely, implementing supplementary professional
programs aimed at upgrading, professional retraining of specialists
in individual areas of professional activities in management, as well
as executing scientific, research and methodological, designanalytical, advisory and other activities related to the implementation
of its statutory objectives.
The legal address of the School: (a place of the state registration and
a place of a permanent executive authority): 143026, Moscow region,
Odinzovo, Skolkovo village, Novaya Street, 100.
The sole founder of the School is SKOLKOVO Association, with its
legal address at 143026, Moscow region, Odinzovo, Skolkovo village,
Novaya Street, 100.
SKOLKOVO Association, hereinafter referred to as “Association
or Founder”, is a private corporate non-profit organization founded
to establish and develop a business-school in the Russian Federation,
to develop programs aimed at supporting educational projects.
SKOLKOVO Association was established initially and financed in 2005
by legal and physical persons (Russian and foreign entrepreneurs
and corporations), who don`t have any property interest in this nonprofit project, don`t own any shares in it or individually exercise control
over it, thus the School and its Founder has no beneficiaries de-facto
or de-jure.
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The School is not itself an SDN or otherwise the subject or target
of any international sanctions (blocking or sectoral) enacted by any
government (such as the government of the United States (“U.S.”),
international organisations (such as the United Nations (“U.N.”) and
supranational bodies (such as the European Union (“E.U.”).
We sincerely hope, that we`ve managed to help you understand that
the School is committed to secure all its partners from any sanctionsrelated risks, and will provide any additional proof to assure you that
cooperation with the School is safe and risk-free.
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